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Researchers at the U.S. Department of Energy's Ames Laboratory
discovered that they could functionalize magnetic materials through a
thoroughly unlikely method, by adding amounts of the virtually non-
magnetic element scandium to a gadolinium-germanium alloy.

It was so unlikely they called it a "counterintuitive experimental finding"
in their published work on the research.
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"People don't talk much about scandium when they are talking
magnetism, because there has not been much reason to," said Yaroslav
Mudryk, an Associate Scientist at Ames Laboratory. "It's rare,
expensive, and displays virtually no magnetism."

"Conventional wisdom says if you take compound A and compound B
and combine them together, most commonly you get some combination
of the properties of each. In the case of the addition of scandium to
gadolinium, however, we observed an abrupt anomaly."

Years of research exploring the properties of magnetocaloric materials,
relating back to the discovery of the giant magnetocaloric effect in rare
earth alloys in 1997 by Vitalij Pecharsky and the late Karl Gschneidner,
Jr., laid the groundwork for computational theory to begin "hunting" for
hidden properties in magnetic rare-earth compounds that could be
discovered by introducing small amounts of other elements, altering the
electronic structure of known materials.

"From computations, we projected that scandium may bring something
really unusual to the table: we saw an unexpectedly large magnetic
moment developing on its lone 3d electron," said Ames Laboratory
Associate Scientist Durga Paudyal. "It is the hybridization between
gadolinium 5d and the scandium 3d states that is the key that strengthens
magnetism with the scandium and transforms it to a ferromagnetic
state."

"Basic research takes time to bear fruit. This is an exemplary case when
20 years ago our team started looking into what are called the 5:4
compounds," said Ames Laboratory group leader and Iowa State
University Distinguished Professor Vitalij Pecharsky. "Only now we
have learned enough about these unique rare earth element-containing
materials to become not only comfortable but precise in predicting how
to manipulate their properties at will."
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https://phys.org/tags/giant+magnetocaloric+effect/
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The discovery could greatly change the way scandium and other
'conventionally' non-magnetic elements are considered and used in
magnetic materials research and development, and possibly creates new
tools for controlling, manipulating, and functionalizing useful magnetic
rare-earth compounds.

The research is further discussed in the paper, "Enhancing Magnetic
Functionality with Scandium: Breaking Stereotypes in the Design of
Rare Earth Materials", authored by Yaroslav Mudryk, Durga Paudyal,
Jing Liu, and Vitalij K. Pecharsky; and published in the Chemistry of
Materials.

  More information: Yaroslav Mudryk et al. Enhancing Magnetic
Functionality with Scandium: Breaking Stereotypes in the Design of
Rare Earth Materials, Chemistry of Materials (2017). DOI:
10.1021/acs.chemmater.7b00314
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